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Amanda's pic above. a6

Hi I'm Amanda a hybrid of reaper and werewolf. I know what your

thinking what's a reaper well there like the collectors of souls we can

take someone's soul or talk to them, we turn into horrifying creatures

like demons except the cape and the scythe we always have style, we

can also do the death stare it makes you feel all the pain you've ever

felt or inflicted on someone else were super strong and can phase

through things. Since I'm a hybrid I'm stronger than the average

werewolf or reaper. My parents died because it was forbidden love

and all that junk. I could care less call me ruthless I don't care. a11

I hate everyone that isn't family I see them as reasons to make you

weaker more vulnerable easier to break. My family and I haven't

exactly been on the same page they hate me I hate them there only

person I don't hate is my aunt Natalie she's like the mom I never had.

She teaches me how to fight and self defense things I don't use alot.

Since I live in the pack house everyone thinks I'm weak, nothing I'm

the only hybrid no friends but I don't care.

I've had no one to lean on so I learned to be independent free. I act all

so  to amuse everyone but sometimes I need to stretch these

muscles if I don't my reaper will get out of and and start killing

everyone. I'm someone you don't want to have as an enemy.
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Soon to be Alpha Joshua Richards he's an asshole like seriously I hate

him. a10

Marcus my eldest brothers if I could I would kill him right now but I've

got to saw I have a sweet spot for family.

Nicolas the second oldest he's soon to be third in command while

Marcus is soon to be beta.
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Edward the youngest of my brothers he's the player well they all are

but him and Joshua stick out like a sore thumb and imagine he's only

a werewolf while Marcus and Nicholas are reapers with a tip of

werewolf in them but there still allowed to stay in the pack don't get

me wrong he knows all the reapers tradition he is considered one for

some reason.

The queen bee of the school goddess of slut she her self Ashley

Greene she's a totally bitch I hate her. I would kill her but I have a diet

no human beings which includes supernatural beings only animals

although there are some exceptions to that.

Anyways that my life I have to go now later.

________________________

If you liked his book please tell me in the comments below it would

be appreciated thanks. Okay this book may contain some strong

language but I'll warn you when it comes up seeing it's not that bad.

And remember vote, comment suggestions and follow.

I love you guys 😚😚😚😚

Bye Angels 😇😇😇😇😇😇
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